INFLUENCE OF ORGANC ADDITIONS IN NACRE LAYER
DEPOSITION ON TITANIUM FOILS FOR IMPLANTATION
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Aims of study
We would lilke to mime natural nacre in order to use it for different reasons in osteopathy:
1: Pinctada maxima's (pearl oyster, Fig 1) natural nacre of is highly biocompatible and osteoinductive [1].
2: medical european law voted in 2000 forbids animal proteins introduction in human body.
3: today bone prothesis are mainly in titanium, and lay out around 20 years.
Our aim is to deposit by electrochemical way [2] the aragonitic form of the calcium carbonate on titanium. Texture and micro-structure of the obtained samples are caraterized
respectively by combined analysis of X-Ray diffraction (XRD) datas and by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). For better understanding of the growth, different organic phases
are added in the electrolyte.

Fig 1: Layer of the pearl oyster Pinctada
maxima. Scale 1/5

Pinctada maxima

Calcium carbonate's 3 allotropic forms
- Calcite (R-3c): the much stable form. Calcite is osteocompatible, but this allotropic form is less osteoinductive.
- Vaterite (P63/mmc): the non-stable form. For this reason it is not possible to use it in implantation because it gives too much prothesis dislocations.
- Aragonite (Pmcn): the meta-stable form. This property might favour the absence of rejection, because she will be able to destabilize in order to adapt itself to its new
environement (human body). On one hand, knowing there is a low difference between Gibbs enregys of calcite and aragonite (ΔG0C→A = -1kJ/mol), it seems possible to synthezise
only aragonite by playing on the experimental parameters of our deposit technic (such as temperature or potential). On the other hand, in physiological conditions the adsorption of
phosphor leads to hydroxyapatite, at least for the natural aragonite under its nacred form.

Fig 2: Growth pattern of aragonite platelets in « brick-wall »
nacre.
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Natural nacre presents a particular microstructure formed by highly textured pseudo-hexagonal platelets (Fig 2). Different cristalline
stacks of nacre exists in molluscs: columnar nacre, principaly presents in the internal shells of gasteropods and cephalopods, and
sheet nacre (brick-wall) in monoplacophors and bivalves (like Pinctada Maxima: Fig 3). Natural nacre is composed of around
95-98% of aragonite and 2-5% (wgt) of organic phases. The highly texture of aragonite is partially due to the non-mineral phases
which presents a specific lamelar stack (Fig 4).

Fig 4: Schematic nacre structure.

Fig 3: Section view of a « brick-wall » nacre of
Pinctada maxima.

The pole figures of the natural nacre extracted out of the bivalve
intern columnar layer (Pinctada maxima, Fig 6) also shows
aragonite c-axes highly oriented perpendicular to the shell plane
(figure {002}), but show aswell a high orientation of the a-axes
in the plane (figure {200}). The pseudo-hexagonal symetry of
the highly tidy and imbricaded aragonite platelets can be
detected thanks to the 6 poles present on {200}.

The pole figures of the natural nacre extracted out of the
gasteropod intern columnar layer (Haliotis haliotis, Fig 5) shows a
highly fibre texture: the aragonite c-axes are highly oriented
perpendicular to the shell plane (figure {002}), but no preferential
orientation is observed around the c-axes in the shell plane (the
a-axes are randomly distributed around c (figure {200}))
Fig 5: Pole figures of the internal nacre layer of Haliotis haliotis.

Fig 6: Pole figures of the internal nacre layer of Pinctada maxima.

Deposit contending only mineral phases:

Fig 8: Non-optimised deposit: presence of
calcite and vaterite, crystal feature is
cauliflower-like.

The electrolyte is an artificial sea water, respecting the standard ASTM-D1141 including CaCl2, NaCl, KCl, MgCl2, Na2SO4 and NaHCO3. The
intensity vs potential diagrams (Fig 7) permits viewing the optimal deposit area. The oxygen reduction (level) highly increase the interface pH and
permits this way the deposit of CaCO3 on the titanium working electrode. But with less negative potenials, the water reduction provocs an hydrogen
spanding at the surface which avoids an CaCO3 homogeneous deposit.
Different parameters are adjustable during the deposit, which also influenses the cristallites orientation: the potential, the temperature, the shake, a
modification of [Mg2+] species concentration in the electrolyte. According to these condition, the cristallites features and the textures can be
modified. The SEM images shows, befor (Fig 8) and after (Fig 9) conditions adjustements, obtained films. In optimised conditions, the pseudohexagonal symmetry of the platelets is visible in this purely mineral case. The organic phases induce not only this symmetry but a pure cristalline
growth process too. Here the aragonite twinning-planes (110) are responsible of this pseudo-symmetry. Natural nacre (columnar and sheet) growth
layer per layer parallel to the shell plane. In our samples, a similar appearance was observed (Fig 10).
In the case of an optimal deposit, we could obtain, by texture measures and combined analysis, pole figures presenting a texture very near a <001>
fibre texture (Fig 11). We could detect that this texture presents the same carateristics as columnar nacre, nevertheless with a lower texture force (5
m.r.d.: about the maximum of the pole figures). This could be due to several factors: absence of specific lattice of nucleation sites, high rugosity,
impurity presence in spite of a ultrasonic chemical treatement...

Fig 7: Optimum area for deposition extend from -1,4V to -1V.
The titanium substrate is reduced at less negatives potentials.

Fig 9: Optimised deposit: only oriented
aragonite cristallites with c-axe
prependicular to the deposit surface.
Fig 11: Pole figures obtained in optimised synthesis conditions.
Fig 10: Aragonitic lamelar growth with fit of the new
layer on the previous one, and aragonite sticks with
pseudo-hexagonal section.

Add of organic phases in the electrolyte:
The National Museum of Natural History of Paris provided us organic phases extracted from a pearl oyster nacre, Pinctada margaritifera, which
presents a « brick-wall » stack. Two extraction technics have been used inducing thus the obtaining of a polar (W.S.M.) and a non-polar phase
(E.S.).
The presence of these organic phases in the electrolyte shifts the oxygen reduction area to less negative potentials (Fig 12). Adding separatly each
phases in the electrolyte, obtained cristallite features during the deposit at -1.1V are highly different. We can detect that the cristallites show no
longer a pseudo-hexagonal section with add of non-polar phase (Fig 13), and less for the texture. But the pole figures corresponding to the sample
obtained with an add of polar phases, present a low <001> fibre texture of aragonite. Moreover, in this case, the crystals features (Fig 15), even
perturbed, slightly polygonise.
Fig 13: non-polar phase (E.S.): less dense
cauliflower-like cristallites, presence of
calcite and vaterite.

Chitosan (ß-(1-4)-linked D-glucosamine) is produced commercially by deacetylation of chitin (Nacetyl-D-glucos-2-amine) , which is a significant structural element in the exoskeleton of molluscs. A
chitosan-polyacrylic acid solution is added to the electrolyte.
This addition leads to a modification of the cristallites features. It appears that the aragonitic sticks
lost their pseudo-hexagonal symetry and growth now with a conical shape in the c-axes direction
(Fig 16) respecting the growth model (Fig 10). According to the SEM images, the deposit presents a
low texture in the c-axes orientation. On the other hand the <h00> texture is lower (Fig 17). The pole
figures reveal an in plane c-axis orientation of the cristallites in the deposit. The electrochemical
equilibrium is shifted at less negative potentials.

Fig 12: Optimum area for deposition extend from -1,1V to -0,8V.
The working area is shifted according to the introduction of spiecies
which change the electrochemical equilibrium.

Fig 14: Pole figures obtained for a deposit with polar phase in the electrolyte.

Fig 17: Pole figures obtained for a deposit with chitosan in the electrolyte.
Fig 15: polar phase (W.S.M.): dense
cauliflower-like cristallites with more
regular polygon features, presence of
calcite and vaterite.

Fig 16: SEM images of a deposit with chitosan-polyacrylic acid solution in the electrolyte. The
sticks are oriented parallel to the surface and have no more symmetry.
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